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• This is a talk about time

• internet time normally means 

• quick quick quick

• last week is so long ago

• new is the word



Older things
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• this is a talk about old data / information / artifacts

• the small stuff

• often not commercial

• There is lots of old data, BUT



Time formats
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unix 01/011970, lots of ways of representing time formats
very accurate, ruby even knows about calendar reformation in england in 1752
so we can do time pretty well for single systems
integration is hard
we can even get data timestamped from Mars, so it is not just about assigning dates



Before the web
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when the web didn’t exist then we had no simple means of pan organisation integration
dates are the main reference point
there was no glue, monthly and weekly review magazines provided an overview.  



Old content
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yet there is tons of older content

though as it ages it makes less sense

we don’t get the jokes in shakespeare any more

we’ve lost their context



Why do I care?
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surely forward momentum is about progress and that is good !!
make new stuff, discover new things
history is interesting, it teaches us things, there is a lot of it in London
we lose context as people die, so we should get on with it
our richness is ebbing away if you want
Shakespeare is less funny now
my last grandparent dying gave me a sense of loss, both of her and a disconnect with her 
experiences, a chapter closing
Oscar and a sense of his future and my epoch 



How did I get 
here
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Whilst in advertising I realised how focused people are on the next microsite/campaign
read the “long now”
at the BBC, with TomC & MattB my work on PIPs gave me a chance to explore a  longer term view of 
the web, 
URLs with a 30+ year life span
real persistence, with long running series and complexity over multiple roles for individuals Wogan 
etc
nature and a return to academic publishing, putting back catalogue online and again the 
connectedness of people



A starting 
point
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SO I picked something close to home
victorian London
novels were my starting point novelcontext.com

these people are mostly still alive
we can recapture their lives
before they die

we can capture the understanding of how they lived
it was at least as rich as our lives



Historical 
maps
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maps are hard
as you go further back in time
you lose the WGS84
places change

an example
how do you know who was the elected representative for a house over time
the postcode changes
the electorial ward changes

the lat long stays the same, at least back 200 years
but the hooks between the datasets drop away
licensing makes this hard too



(re)Publishing
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imagine the internet existed in 1870, the tools of today would index and capture the content, how 
can we recreate that ?
how should a story from 1870 be published
so that it can be integrated into a picture of 1870, not just standalone
How can we dig back to even 2002 to determine what we know then about Iraq
Wikipedia has the beginnings of this - year and decade categories for historical content
good model for this to operate, but it should be primary sources, so different content providers



News
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newspaper picture

Good place to start

deep content, though mostly anonymous now, as connecting people to the stories are long gone

cover the details of life



Culture
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metropolitan pic

we are many different cultures now, some of them slip away
how can we understand the content produced in these cultures

how can we span across the different time periods

eg Victorian



Politics
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westminster

hansard has context

rich, well structured and important content
though less relevant to people than news



Death
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church yard pic

death is an end point

when it happens, it is sad
yet also it is a break with the past

when my Granny died there were dozens of pictures that became meaningless

if the data was digital in some means, then it could be more easily annotated



Context
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cover of nature

publishers putting this content online
but as individual efforts
little tying together



Creators
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pictures of Edwardian gentlemen

all of this content was made by people

this content may only interesting to some people
family friends 

their colleagues

the context of generation is important



Artifacts
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http://flickr.com/photos/vox/10591424/

this is about things like this picture from the 1950s, found on flickr.

the woman in the stripy dress is the wife of the guy standing up

the flickr user “vox” seems to not know who the other people are.

in terms of private data the location of the picture would be good.



Museum case
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http://flickr.com/photos/aviatordave/5112921/

lots of this content could end up in museum cases

BUT the museums are full 10% might be on display

we want them reconnected to history
society, the previous life

connect my families’ life to the past



People
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these artifacts are owned
they have a context
the creation of this will be distributed

it is the archiving of family information
it is private and personal
some of it will be shared

can we create online, private digital family archives
that have enough hooks to be linked into older content



•http://flickr.com/photos/eecue/327569652/

•http://flickr.com/photos/myradphotos/3111294/

•http://flickr.com/photos/design911/142662591/

•http://flickr.com/photos/thedepartment/137413905/

•http://flickr.com/photos/pedrosimoes7/124758243/

•http://flickr.com/photos/d_izatt/300833761/

•http://flickr.com/photos/4terra/421088546/

•http://flickr.com/photos/ingleites/12033707/

•http://flickr.com/photos/foam/448442605/

•http://flickr.com/photos/turboalieno/463203746/

me@gavinbell.com.....
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